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SANTA FE COUNTY
IFB# 2017-0262-PW/KE
CONSTRUCTION FOR THE SANTA FE
MOUNTAIN CENTER KITCHENETTE AND OFFICE SPACE
ADDENDUM #2
Dear Proponents,
This addendum is issued to reflect the following immediately. It shall be the responsibility of
interested Offerors to adhere to any changes or revisions to the IFB as identified in this
Addendum No. 2. This documentation shall become permanent and made part of the
departmental files.
ATTACHMENT: Final Construction Documents for Santa Fe Mountain Center
On April 11, 2017 Santa Fe County held the pre-bid conference and site visit for the above
referenced Invitation for Bid (IFB). Addendum #1 was issued on April 19, 2017.

The DEADLINE to submit proposals has been EXTENDED to
2:00pm (MDT) ON Thursday. May 4, 2017 at the Santa Fe County
Purchasing Division, located at 142 W. Palace Avenue, (2nd Floor
Bokum Building), Santa Fe, NM 87501.
QUESTION 1: Will stove in kitchen be electric or gas? Either way please specify power
source? (Not shown on drawings)
ANSWER 1: Electric Only, See Plans.
QUESTION 2: Please specify power supply and location on electrical drawings for the
following:
ANSWER 2:

See revised Electrical Plans for additional outlets.
a. Electric Range Connection:
b. Hood vent outlet:
c. Garbage Disposal Outlet:
d. Dishwasher Outlet:
e. End of the Counter, Peninsula Outlet:
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f. West side of Range Outlet:
g. GFCI at Sink?
h. Emergency Lighting at (these are not noted in the Electrical Plans.)
1. Kitchenette:
2. Top of each set of Stairs:
QUESTION 3: Please provide light fixture schedule for new lights in kitchen and office areas.
ANSWER 3: New lighting in office area only, see revised plans with fixture schedule. The
Kitchen light fixtures existing will change to LED bulbs provided there is funds available.
Question 4: Do we need to provide support angles at all six (6) Mechanical floor penetrations?
(If yes, please specify).
Answer 4: Block with 2x6 at penetrations.
QUESTION 5: A101 is calling for a new sink with disposal, Please provide power supply and
location if needed for garbage disposal on electrical drawings?
ANSWER 5: See revised electrical plans.
QUESTION 6: Any Fire Alarm, Smoke detectors required on this Project?
ANSWER 6: Building has existing alarm system & smoke detectors.
QUESTION 7: There are no Special Systems shown on drawings, any data outlets/lines for new
offices?
ANSWER 7: Yes, there is one per an office please see the revised electrical plans.
QUESTION 8: Is Existing Data Rack to remain in existing location, if so will power source
have to be GFI protected if within 6 feet of sink?
ANSWER 8: Yes, see the revised electrical plan.
QUESTION 9: During the walk thru I noticed that Suite A and B have separate power
supply's/panels. Yet the plan shows a shared circuit for the lighting and note 2 on E101 calls for
both suite A and B's new circuits to go to panel 1. Please clarify?
ANSWER 9: The revised electrical plans will clarify.
QUESTION 10: Any lighting in warehouse closets (room 102)? if so please specify location
and catalog # for light fixture.
ANSWER 10: No
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QUESTION 11: For the Add Alternates,
a.

Any lighting in water heater/ furnace closets (A 4/102)? if so please specify
location and catalog # for light fixture.

b. Any lighting in office closets (A 5/102)? if so please specify location and
catalog # for light fixture.
ANSWER 11: No.
QUESTION 12: Are there any specifications for the kitchen appliances or the tile floor? If not
is there a not to exceed budget?
ANSWER 12: Appliances will be GE or Equal
a.Oven/Range: (Free standing electric Range JBS10DFWW)
b.Hood Vent/Microwave: (Microwave and hood damper assembly
JVM3160DFWW)
c.Kitchen Sink: (See Revised plumbing plans)
d.Kitchen Faucet: (See Revised plumbing plans)
e.Mop Sink (See Revised plumbing plans)
f.Mop Sink Faucet (See Revised plumbing plans)
g.Floor Tile (Daltile or Equal Cannes 18”x18” ceramic tiles)
h.Grout Color: (Beige)
i. Casework: (Plastic Laminate see attached spec. sheets)
j. Counter Tops (Formica or Equal see attached spec. sheets)Oven/Range:
k. Cabinet Hardware: ( See attached specs)
QUESTION 13: What will the paint colors be where needed?
ANSWER 13: Sherwin-Williams Match color and sheen of existing Interior walls
One coat primer & 2 coats finish.
QUESTION 14: On the drawings there is a tie-in for a gas line; is that just for a gas stove? If
an Electric Stove is used is there a need for a gas line?
ANSWER 14: One gas line is needed.
QUESTION 15: If the furnace closed in what are the plans to vent and provide fresh air?
ANSWER 15: See the revised mechanical plans.
QUESTION 16: Is there going to be Thermostat controls for the upstairs offices? How is that
the temperature controlled in the new office spaces?
ANSWER 16: There is no thermostat upstairs there is only one furnace.
QUESTION 17: Please clarify where we connect to the return duct. Is this connection above
the roof, below the roof, or below the second floor mezzanine?
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ANSWER 17: See revised mechanical plans.
QUESTION 18: On Page A101 and A102 Key Note 13 points to floor sink tile. However, this
is noted as bringing handrail up to code, please clarify and provide what about the hand rails
needs to be brought up to code?
ANSWER 18: The Key Note 13 was changed to 17 to (TILE WAINSCOT TO 48”).
QUESTION 19: First Sheet titled A100, Index notes it as C100. Missing in the index is A001
and A002.
ANSWER 19: The Sheet has been re-titled to C100.
QUESTION 20: Note #4 on Sheet M101 is Exhaust Fan needed?
ANSWER 20: The Exhaust fan is not needed if the Microwave Hood has the hood damper
assembly vented thru wall to outside.
QUESTION 21: In the IFB and the attached Contract Builder’s Risk Insurance is talked about.
Is the Contractor required to purchase Builder’s Risk?
ANSWER 21: Builder’s Risk Insurance is not required to be carried by the contractor for the
project but, the contractor is encouraged to carry it.

Please add this Addendum #2 to the original bid documents and refer to bid
documents, hereto as such. This and all subsequent addenda will become part of
any resulting contract documents and have effects as if original issued. All other
unaffected sections will have their original interpretation and remain in full force
and effect.
Bidders are reminded that any questions or need for clarification must be addressed
to
Karen
K.
Emery,
Senior
Procurement
Specialist
at
kkemery@santafecountynm.gov.
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